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About This Content

Europa Universalis IV: Evangelical Union Unit Pack adds 12 new units models for the members of the Evangelical Union.

The following nations receive a unique unit model for the Thiry Year War period.
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France

Sweden

Denmark

Saxony

Bohemia

Palatinate

Hesse

Netherlands

Pommerania

Wurttemberg

Brandenburg

England

These new units will greatly enhance the visual appeal of Europa Universalis IV.
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Title: Europa Universalis IV: Evangelical Union Unit Pack
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
Europa Universalis
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz eller AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb video memory required

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X- compatible soundcard

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Controller support: 3-button mouse, keyboard and speakers. Internet Connection or LAN for multiplayer

English,German,French
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I'm gonna give it a simple review as it is a simple game.

Is it fun? - Yes, for the first 15 minutes.
Does It Worth any money? - No, not a penny.

If this game was F2P I may have give a thumbs up but considering it is not...
It is the kind of game you would find on newground or miniclip for free...
Don't bother spending money on this, you'll regret it.. A bad game in all ways.. Well, first of all I really think you should remove
the Co-op Tag as it is wrong, this is local Co-Op only. Co-op lures people in who think this has network support.

The idea of the game is good but you should really add options to customize the controls. At the current state I would expect
something like this on newgrounds for free, but not on steam for 4 euro.
BTW: The controller support might be true, but it is not very satisfying if you use a non x-box controller. The analog stick and
the directional pad are inverted and as so rendered useless.

This game is kinda fun, but also kinda not finished.. Specs for Train Valley Original Soundtrack:

* Format: MP3
* Soundtrack length: 45m 15s
* Total size: 82.9 MB
* 44100 Hz sample rate
* 256 kpbs bitrate
* Stereo

Steam downloads game soundtracks to a separate folder in your game's Steamapps directory. You can right-click on a game in
your Steam Library, select Properties>Local Files and click Browse Local Files to access that game's directory.

The soundtrack consists of nice, mostly fitting, chill pieces of music for each location in the game - the Europe tracks seem more
generic than the rest. Full price is only a dollar, so I can't really not recommended it if you like the game's music. The main menu
theme is sadly not included for some reason.. If you do not get the Black Prince when you purchase it there is a quite simple fix.
Login to War Thunder with the Steam Login function and it will appear after you exit the game and re-log with the Steam Login
function.. just as good as the other Episodes
(played in offlinemode). Ey, game is okey but as far as i can see game is pretty dead, no servers up last I checked (today). How I
remember when I got this the first time in a CD. My favorite was playing the Go Fish! card game with Mr. Big Pig. It's a bit
frustrating, but fun nevertheless. Anyone who wants to play casual and funny games should consider Spy Fox, alongside other HE
games.. \u30fd\u0f3c = 3 =\u0f3d7
THE NEW TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE
BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE BARRAGE INTO
TRAP HYPER INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN FINISHER COMBO!
IM LOVIN IT!
\u30fd\u0f3c = 3 =\u0f3d7
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Very nice game for the price! Its very hard when the girls are dancing at the same time as you are trying to keep the rytm o.0
Funny idea :D. Aero's Quest is a challenging and addictive game. It can be frustrating at times but the desire to push forward to
the next level always seems to be there. I really like the art and death animations. Overall a solid game that is good to play after
a long day at work. I look forward to getting further into the game.

Kanye Approved.. Okay, so I had high hopes given the great visuals and soundtrack of the first, even if it could use more in the
simulating department...this was not what I was talking about. But then again, after writing this review for the first time, I found
out that a completely different developer created this...go figure...

The graphics are great, technologically speaking, but it is way off; It gives a disco atmosphere to the game that simply is out of
place. For the soundtrack a disco theme was chosen as well, and even though it doesn't sound half bad it still is way of.

The game mechanics themselves remind me of those Facebook Flash games or mobile apps; It involves simple tasks that just
need to be done quickly. That in itself is not so bad, but for the price of $15 or so I'd expect a lot more. The developers seem to
have no idea what the difference between center of mass and center of rotation is, not to mention how a vehicle handles or ac- \/
deceleration works don't really help either. Expect controls to be fully registered by the game, but react late, accumulating
reactions and spitting them in your face whenever the engine feels like it.

Airplanes seem to fall out of the sky, land perfectly safe, go from 150km\/h to 10km\/h within 10 meters (visual judgement, but
I hope you can understand this looks TERRIBLE)... There are missions that involve guiding an airplane to its gate by driving a
car in front of it. Although I can understand why, I cannot wrap my head around the fact that the mission is more about driving
through checkpoints as fast as you can and not about actually guiding the airplane to its gate... The snow cleaning is half-decent,
in that, as a Farming Simulator player I am accustomed to those kind of drive-over-messy-area-with-device-turned-on-until-
counter-reaches-zero missions, but still...

Some things I enjoyed were the missions where an airplane needed to be refueled or recharged using a fuel-truck or mobile
generator, where you actually need to plug stuff in, but these missions are cut off once the plane is fueled \/ charged and you
don't get to clean up behind you.

This brings me to another point, nothing you do actually matters. It's just grinding missions for cash (for upgrading equipment
so it runs faster) and experience (for unlocking new equipment). There is no AI you can employ so you can handle more
airplanes at the same time, even though the airport has 16 (as far as I could see) gates, and you have no say in what airplane goes
where, because you have no control over the assets at said gate.

Conclusion, I'd like the developers of 2014 to be able to continue on the Airport Simulator series, as they apparently know a lot
more about what they're doing...

NOTE: As stated in the first paragraph, I found out this was by a completely different developer than the 2014 version, and
even though I adjusted this review there may still be some references to that game or comparisons that I overlooked. Take it as a
sign that those developers have a lot more going for them than these clowns.... It was a pretty good comic honestly.. ;D. I have
oculus cv1 but non of the 3 modes steam offers runs the game longer than 5 sec.
black screen after 5 sec or more like green-yellow filled black screen
No issue with any other vr game so far.

last update fix it, Reinstallation necessary.

Very nice to play ;-). Definitely in the top 10 free games of all time, as far as I'm concerned.
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